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The GOATZETTE is the Official Newsletter of the Merry Bocksters Chapter Of 
the Brewery Collectibles Club of America 

Come to the Blue Gray Show to Meet Your Officers! 

President                  The  Vice   Sect’y/Treasurer/Editor 
Robert Fondren   Joe Paczkowski   Jim Romine 
7 Lawrence Lane   317 Medford Lakes Road  1316 Gormly Circle 
Fredericksburg VA 22405  Tabernacle NJ 08088   Sanford NC 27330 
540-370-4210                                     609-268-9390                                      919-774-1173 
fondren@cox.net                                 jopacz@yahoo.com                            jromine@alltel.net  
I’m doin’ a little house cleanin’ this go ‘round and Ithink the end result is rather entertaining!! 
But then, I am very easily amused. 
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VOLUME 6, NUMBER 1, ISSUE #18, January  2007 
The GOATZETTE is published quarterly. Sort of. Better than last issue, but it’s a good thing I’m noty in 
charge of making the trains run on time. The Xerox took another dump, so I’m making do. At least I got 

most of the way before it crapped out. Would you like some cheese with your whine, Mr. Romine? 
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Since there haven’t been many shows since the last Goatzette, I hope everyone was 

able to use other means to fill their Christmas stocking with bock items. I was fortunate to 
win a rare bock can on eBay in December. It became even better when I told my wife about it 
and she said she would pay for it as my Christmas present. It’s great to have a wife who 
supports my hobby. 
 

The lack of shows is changing soon, with Blue-Gray only about a month away. I hope 
most of you can make the show, especially if you have never been before. I hear from lots of 
people that it is probably the best show of the year. No matter what type of breweriana you 
collect, it is there. I ignore all of the complaints I hear about the condition of the hotel, 
because where else are we allowed to make all of the decisions for the show and have the 
entire hotel for ourselves. I hope the show can be there for a long time to come. The Merry 
Bocksters news for the show is that we plan on having new chapter t-shirts for sale, and the 
design will be all new. Plan on picking yours up there. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
WANTED  Rheingold Golden Bock flattop by Rheingold Breweries, Orange NJ. This can 
should be out there in piles, but I only want one! Contact Jim Romine at jromine@alltel.net 
or 919-774-1173 
 
WANTED  Battleship gray Pabst Instructional. Can’t be that hard to find, can it? Contact Jim 
Romine at jromine@alltel.net or 919-774-1173 
 
WANTED  Esslinger Parti-Quiz Bock cans. Looking for the 35 variations that I don’t have, 
so I’ll bet your trader can find a home here! I have some trading stock ranging from fairly 
decent to completely bogus, but also have the universal solvent ($$) to lubricate a deal if 
necessary. Contact Jim Romine at jromine@alltel.net or 919-774-1173 
 
WANTED  Someone to make a good home for my Regal Pale Bock flat, USBC 121-10. 
Extremely clean dumper, great color on both labels, including the gold metallic. Hard to 
upgrade this one without shelling out the big bucks. Will trade, or liquidate to fund my Bock 
beercan addictions. Contact Jim Romine at jromine@alltel.net or 919-774-1173 
 

THESE COULD BE YOUR ADS, BUT THEY’RE MINE, ALL MINE! ALL MI NE! 
BWAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!! (evil world domination laugh) 
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HERE IS ANOTHER PHOTO FROM THE ROMINE FAMILY ARCHIVES. I 

know you love these photos so much. Pictured here are my great grandfather’s older twin 
brothers, Boone and Sherman, along with my great grandfather Luther on the back of the 
truck, delivering Tygart Valley Bock Beer in the spring of 1911 or maybe 1912. They 
were very proud to work there, and were well respected men about town (Grafton, W Va) 
right up until the state voted itself dry in 1914. Then, every bar in town wanted their tabs 
paid up, and our whole family had to flee to Hacker’s Creek, where they are to this day. 

ANYHOW, it’s a New Year, and I hope each and every one of you had a great 
time through the holidays. I enjoyed myself, too much a couple times, and hit a milestone 
by receiving my first Happy Kwanzaa card this year! And who says it’s too late to do 
new things! I hope you had a special something under your multicultural holiday icon 
that made you oh so very happy. I know our President Fondren did, but then Ann has 
always been one to spoil him a tad from time to time. 

WE ARE HEADING TOWARDS A MILESTONE OF OUR OWN! The July 
Issue will mark 5 full years of the GOATZETTE! Hard to believe that we’ve been around 
that long, but it’s true. No wonder my poor printers are having the troubles they are! I 
guess we proved that a type specific At Large Chapter can make a go of it, huh? Actually, 
it all happened because all of you have supported the Chapter in multiple ways for the 
entire run. A perfect example is the fact that we are once again going to have a 90% + 
renewal rate for 2007. Out of 115 members we have signed up since inception in 2002, 
we have over 95 of them still active. That’s a remarkable percentage. If the BCCA had 
that renewal rate, there would be over 10,000 active members right now.  So, on behalf of 
the Officers and myself, I thank you all for the encouragement, articles, and time that 
you’ve all contributed to growing this child. 

IN PREPARATION FOR THAT EVENT, I’d like to get some specific 
contributions for the next two issues. The next one is the April Spring issue, and we need 
Spring oriented Bock items to feature. Specifically, any ads, photos, lithos, postcards, etc. 
that mention a date that the Bock will arrive. Also, a few brewers (Hornumg comes to 
mind) offered a Spring Bock, and those items would fit in nicely. Please put on your 
thinking caps, and scour your brains and collections for any Bock items that follow this 
theme. The deadline for all submissions is April 1. Appropriate, no? 

 
 

Hey denver, how’s that global warming working out?  



 
FOR THE GALA 5th ANNIVERSARY ISSUE, I’d like to run photos of as many 

Bocksters as possible, each holding their favorite Bock item from their collections. The 
caption under each photo will explain why that item made the cut. We’ll lay out the 
photos in Merry Bockster # order, so there’s no reason to miss your spot in this one! Hey, 
there, #1, time to get ‘er done! I will be at the Blue Gray show, and the March Harrisburg 
PA show, so if you want me to take your photo there, bring yer goodies! The earlier in 
the day, the better your photo will turn out! Otherwise, take your own photo, and send it 
to me with a caption. If you don’t have a digital camera or the Internet, you can send me 
a regular print photo, which I’ll return if required. The deadline will be July 1st. 

SPEAKING OF BLUE GRAY, that mega show is just around the corner. As 
usual, it is the week of the 15th of February, and it is absolutely the one can’t miss show 
other than Canvention each year. The sheer volume and variety of cans and breweriana 
there is hard to take in, and there are always some killer pieces that show up there. Be 
there! I’ll be in Room 218, so come on in and say howdy!  

A NEW BLUE GRAY EVENT starting this year will be a Bock tasting, to be 
held Thursday evening. BCCA VP (Bockster #88) Joe Germino is spearheading the 
event, and it should be a hoot! Joe, I have several brands in my arsenal at the ready, 
including a 10 year old Bock! Details will be posted on the window of my room (218) by 
Thursday afternoon. Bring your local Bock micro. And join in on the fun! I will provide 
Rolaids and aspirins starting at midnight. 

THIS ISSUE is no slouch. It’s the sorta annual or so house cleaning issue, where I 
clean out the archives of stuff sent in that hasn’t yet made it to print. We’ve got an 
eclectic assortment of miscellany this time around, plus a couple great articles; one by 
our newest member, Don Hahn, and one by Jacob Parker on his never ending, but very 
focused, hunt for Bock lidded beercans for you enjoyment.  

THERE ARE NEW T SHIRTS ON THE HORIZON. If I can get the design ready 
in time, we will have them at Blue Gray. They will be spectacular, they will be $10, and 
they will be a strictly limited edition. I feel strongly that we should never re-run a shirt; 
each variation should be a one time offering, so the proud owners get something to wear 
with a little cache of exclusivity.  It’s more fun that way. So, be on the lookout for the 
next one! If we have them, they’ll be in Room 218! Any left over after Blue Gray will be 
offered in the April issue on a first come basis. If you want to pre-order, let me know by 
email or snail mail. Mail orders will be $10 for the shirt, plus $5 for shipping.  

YOU’LL SEE A TREND IN OUR WANT AD SECTION this issue. I don’t get 
this one. All anyone has to do is send in an ad, for either an “I Want This” ad, or an “I 
Want To Sell This” ad, and you get free publicity amongst the most likely people to 
either have what you need, or want what you have. Heck, I’ll run photos for you! This is 
a free service to the membership, and yet we have no takers. Let’s start seeing those ads, 
and then some testimonials about how quick you got what you were looking for, or sold 
or traded what you had. 

AND LASTLY BUT NOT LEASTLY, I’d like to ask everyone to remember that 
this is YOUR magazine. I’m just the janitor. It is a work in progress every issue, and will 
continue to improve if we all contribute. We need more Member’s Profiles, more 
historical articles, and more articles about each of your specialties, oddball items, great 
finds, etc. We are only limited by our own inhibitions, but certainly not mine. If you too 
the time to write it and send it, I’m sure it’s interesting enough to captivate us all. So let’s 
see a little more of your collecting persona in these pages. Till next time! 

 
 



BOCKBOCKBOCKBOCK IN THE  IN THE  IN THE  IN THE     
By Steve Armstrong 

 
Another year has come and gone and hopefully you have added to your bock beer collection.  I’ve 

been fortunate to add a few more bock labels to my collection this past year and I’m always on the lookout 
for more.  The labels in this grouping are from California and Washington state. 
 

The first label is from Columbia Breweries, Inc. of Tacoma, Washington.  According to American 
Breweries II, this brewery was in operation for about an 80 year period, from 1900 to 1979.  It began as the 
Columbia Brewing Company on South C Street (1900-1915).  During prohibition, the brewery produced 
malt beverages.  After prohibition ended, the brewery was known as Columbia Breweries, Inc. (1933-1953).  
The brewery had several other names prior to its closing, including Heidelberg Brewing Co. (1953-1958), 
the Carling Brewing Co. Inc. (1958-1975), Tuborg Brewing Co. (1973-1975), Carling National Breweries, 
Inc. Heidelberg Brewery (1975-1979), and lastly G. Heileman Brewing Co. Heidelberg Brewery (1979) and 
was associated with the Heileman Brewing Co. of LaCrosse, Wisconsin. 

 
 
 
The Alt Heidelberg Bock label is an 

IRTP era, 11 oz label.  It also has the alcoholic 
content not over 4% by weight statement.  The 
background is gold metallic with the remainder 
of the printing in dark blue and red.  The Alt 
Heidelberg name was also used by the East 
Idaho Brewing Co. of Pocatello, Idaho for a 
number of years.  The Idaho brewery was 
affiliated with the main operation in Tacoma, 
Washington.   
 

 
The Eastside Bock labels are from Los 

Angeles, California and represent two different 
brewing organizations.  The Los Angeles 
Brewing Co. has a long history, dating back to 
1897.  During this time it was also known as the 
Eastside Beverage Co. (1897-1920) and was 
located at 1920/2026 North Main Street.  
During prohibition the business was known as 
the Zesto Beverage Co. (1920-1926) and the 
Eastside Brewery, and they possessed a license 
for making malt beverages.  After prohibition, 
the brewery reopened and used the Los Angeles 
Brewing Co., Inc., Eastside Brewery name 
(1933-1953).  It also used the Mission Brewing Co. name during this time as well (1934-1953).   

 



 
In 1953, the brewery became associated with the Pabst Brewing Co. of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.  The 

brewery remained a Pabst affiliate until its closing in 1979. 
 

The Zobeleins Eastside Bock label is an IRTP era label and is for an 11 oz. bottle.  In fine print at the 
top right is a 1938 copyright by the L.A. Brewing Co. statement.  The IRTP statement is in fine print in the 
bottom corners.  I also have a 1 quart label that is nearly identical to this 11 oz label…the differences are it 
has a 1950 copyright statement in the lower right corner and is physically larger in size.  These labels are 
very similar to the corresponding beer cans of the same era.  The Beer Can Collector’s Bible dates the 
corresponding big goat bock flat to 1950.   

The other Eastside Bock label is from the 
1950s when Pabst operated the business.  The 
corresponding flat top can is dated to 1953 in the 
Bible.  The neck label appears to represent the 
mid to late 1950s and seems to correspond to the 
same flat top can issued by Pabst Brewing of LA 

in 1956 as shown in the Bible. 
 
May the new year bring you health and happiness…and a few more treasures for your collection too!   
 
 

A History Lesson .............. 

 
  History began some 12,000 years ago. Humans existed as members of small bands of nomadic 

hunter/gatherers.  
 

  The 2 most important events in all of history were the invention of beer & the invention of the 
wheel. The wheel was invented to get man to the beer. 

 
  Once beer was discovered it required grain & that was the beginning of agriculture.  

 

Neither the glass bottle nor aluminum can were invented yet, so while our early human ancestors 
were sitting around waiting for them to be invented, they just stayed close to the brewery.  

 



That's how villages were formed. 
 

Here ends today's lesson in world history. 
 



 
 

 
This go round, we’ll feature lithos from both of the Bills – Bill Lester and Bill Norton. 
These two guys have got some of the most amazing, beautiful, jaw dropping examples of 
the lithographer’s art as translated to Bock Beer advertising That I’ve ever seen. 

So, two of each, with Bill Lester first. Sorry, Bill, alphabetical order! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 One of the things that my wife realized early on in our marriage was that this 
bunch of beer collectors I hung out with were a different breed. We all have day jobs, 
many times high powered stressful ones, but when it’s beer show time, look out, 
everyone is an equal, and the point is to HAVE FUN! Feeling crappy the next morning is 
just a badge of honor, ands a source of good stories from then on. 
 Then, as she got to know these miscreants that I kept burning up the phone and 
Internet lines with, she began to see that this hobby draws out of the woodwork some of 
the best people she’d ever met. She never ceases to be amazed that any town we travel to 
that has a BCCA member is yet another stop where a cold beer and a warm handshake, 
along with some laughs and maybe a good trade, is in store. 

So, I decided to run this picture that John Coughanhowr sent me, for three 
reasons; he epitomizes what I’m talking about, he has two killer Bock lithos in his arms 
that need shared with all Bocksters everywhere, and it was about time somebody blew his 
cover! John, this one’s for you, and I’ll see you at Blue Gray! Thanks for sharing! 



 
 

 As part of our Grab Bag Issue, here’s a visual cornucopia of Bock Beer bottles 
that have been sent in by the members for one reason or another.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Here’s four nice Bock Beer bottles sent in over the last 
few years, literally! I know, I’m slow, but eventually I’ll get 
your goodies in print! 
 The Hartz Western Style Bock was sent in by Steve 
Armstrong WAAAAY back, almost before he started writing 
his twin columns for us all. Same with the Weidemann Picnic 
Half Gallon Bock (oh, the buzz potential!), which was sent in 
by ex-Prez Dave Reed many moons ago. 
 Then there’s the New England twins, sent in in 2003, of 
whose donation I have lost track. Maybe there’s a second Bock 
Ale can out there, huh? Whoever  sent these in, I thank you! 
 
 



 
 

This Smorgasbord is signs that I’ve 
saved photos of from various 
sources, taken myself, or have 
gotten from other Bocksters 

through the years. Funny that it’s 
been YEARS, huh? 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Some more items from recent ebay auctions for your enjoyment 
  

e e e e bock  from Joe Pac  

VALLEY FORGE BOCK Beer Zip Tab Seldom seen as 
a zip. Can in good condition. No Pa tax stamp on 
bottom lid. It brought $566.75 

 

 

NARRAGANSETT BOCK 

BEER FESTIVAL 

GLASS1971  

Excellent condition, 6" 
tall. From 1st Annual Bock 
Beer Festival March 19-20, 
1971 Back side reads 
“BOCK BEER derives its 
name from the medieval 
brewing city of Einbeck, 
Germany. It's a special 
brew...bolder in flavor, 
darker in color and richer 
in taste.... arrived at 
through a delicate 
blending of a variety of 
malts. Went for $40.19 
 

 

GRIESEDIECK 

BROS. 

BREWERY 

BOCK BEER 

LABEL. 

 
 In fine shape. 
Sold for $168.38 



 

 

HARRY MITCHELL'S QUALITY BOCK 

BEER LABEL Fine condition. 2-1/2” x 5-1/2” 

plus neck label. Winner paid $78.00 

See ya next time … Joe Pac # 50 

 

Adler Brau Bock label by Geo. Walter  
Brewing Co. Appleton, WI. Fine condition. 
 Sold for $44.75 

 

1940s BRAUMEISTER BOCK Cardboard 

Standup Never used and in factory-issued 
condition. From Independent of Milwaukee. 
Sold for $39.99 

Olde Lancaster Bock beer Label 
from Lancaster PA 1940's Nice IRTP label. 
Sold for $40.98 

 



 
  In 1974, two other couples were at my house playing cards. I’d refill everyone’s glasses 
with what ever brand of beer I had in the fridge. Dave asked what brand of beer we were 
drinking – “Schaeffer” I replied. “I knew it! I can always tell Schaeffer Beer” he said. I set a six 
pack aside and by the next time I again hosted card club I had six different brands of six packs 
for a taste test. Dave failed the test – he identified the Ortlieb’s as being the Schaeffer’s. The next 
morning I had all those neat empties. I told the story out at work when one of the guys asked me 
for an empty Yuengling can. Before you knew it, there were four of us giving cans to each other. 
I joined the WWBCC and a co-worker, Will, joined the BCCA. We traded a lot of information. 

At our first trade show in Harrisburg, Jeff who was enjoying the festivities a little too 
much traded the car keys away for a Genny Cream Ale can (the common one). I told him I would 
have given him a can if he would have asked – He replied “yeah – but this one’s full!” Keep in 
mind that there was free beer at the show. Somehow Will got Jeff’s keys back and we made it 
home thoroughly impressed with the whole experience. I still have the Holiday Bock can I got at 
that show. 

 Some time in 1975, I was looking at some pictures from 1970 when I was stationed in 
Germany while in the Army. There in the background was my first beer can collection. They 
were all U.S. national brands sold in the P.X. stores and a Lowenbrau can. Nothing great, but my 
first collection. I had totally forgotten about those cans. You can even surprise yourself in this 
hobby! 

I became inactive in the hobby (I still had the cans), when the Bob’s and Andy’s cans 
came out, feeling we were being exploited. Life happens - after 20 years, two sons through 
college, a divorce, a new marriage and son as well as a second job change, I became active again. 
That Holiday Bock and the rest of the collection still looked good to me. Today, I only collect 
pre-1976 pull tabs. I’m really looking forward to BCCA’s new book. If anyone can locate 007 

white label 
cans, a Red 
Bird or any 
other tuff 
tabs, I’d be 
mighty 
grateful for 
the leads. 
The cans are 
cool, but it’s 
the people 
that make 
this hobby 
the best 
thing going. 
Happy 
collecting. 

OH NO ANOTHER EDITORS NOTE! Don’t think that Don is a newbie because he has a high 
BCCA #. Here’s a photo of his Bock cans – yes, he’ll be at Blue/Gray with trading stock! 
 



 

By Paul Chappie 
 
 
EDITORS NOTE – Paul and his dumping partner, fellow Bockster Dwight 
Barbacci, have been churning up the soil in southeast NY state and northeast PA 
for several years now, and have dumped many Bock beer cans in the process. 
Here’s the telling of yet another score, this time of a Bock can that had around 6 
examples known prior to this dumping trip! 
 
 I wanted to go out dumping on Saturday with Dwight, but he had plans and could 
not go.  So at the last minute I decided to go by myself rather than sit around and wish I 
had gone.  Besides, this would be my 4th week in a row I got out.  I had the dumping 
bug.  I decided to go to an area dumped before that someone had found a killer IO can 
around.  I was hoping maybe that they bought it local, and the distributor might have 
carried it, so maybe it would be found close by in other dumps.  I started out and found a 
couple dumps right off the back, but nothing to jump up and down about.  I got close by 
the area in mind, and headed down the same road.  I first saw an old abandoned 1940's 
panel truck deep in the woods.  I got out and searched the area around it, there was an 
old dump, but too old for cans, it was all bottles.   
 I looked across the street and seen some more scattered piles, and old houses.  
So I decided to check them out.  Right away I found a pile of cans, but they were all 
1960's Ballantine’s.  A little farther down I spotted another pile, this pile contained white 
Utica Club flats.  I’m finding cans at least, so I keep following the tree line.  I get to the 
field opening, and there is another little pile, and I can see single punch flats.  After some 
rubbing and scrubbing, I can make them out Lion Ale OI flats.  Cool ! 1930's cans, this 
sparks my interest, and keeps me driving to keep following the tree line.  As I got further 
down the line, and near the end, I spot a bunch of low pro cones and quarts sticking out 
of the ground, Awesome ! This is going to be good I’m thinking.  I start pulling some right 
out of the ground, and a lot of them have great color, Gibbons low pro beers, Gibbons 
Beer quarts, Gibbons Ale quarts, and Old Dutch quarts.  I found a couple Jacob Ruppert 
woodgrain cans in great condition also.  I dug for a little while, but nothing new but a 
couple Kuebler Beer quarts also.  Some of these quarts were pretty nice even before 
cleaning them, it was unbelievable.  So I decided to keep going farther down to scout 
some more.  And wouldn’t you know it, I could see another pile of quarts in the distance.  
I picked up a couple to see what they were.  They were more Old Dutch and Krueger 
Beer K-man quarts.  There was also one lone Krueger Beer OI in the pile.  I started to 
walk back to the first pile, and spotted more Quarts peeking out of a brush pile near the 
first dump. Looks like someone piled brush and trees right on top of the dominant dump.  
I started digging and sure enough tons of cans were under the brush.  I started pulling 
out Rheingold Beer quarts, Rheingold Scotch Ale quarts, and more Old Dutch quarts.  
This dump was mainly Old Dutch quarts being the most dominating can in numbers.  I 
dug for about a half hour, and decided to save the rest of the dump for Dwight to dig with 
me.  I knew he would enjoy it.  When I got home, I couldn’t wait to call him.  I told him the 
condition was unbelievable, and there was tons more still to dig, and I saved the rest for 
him to dig when he had time.  He was like " Let’s go tomorrow ", huh, I exclaimed?  At 
this time I was pretty beat, but I decided we could go back the next day.   



 As we got there, we started walking and walking and Dwight was like where the 
heck is it?  " How the hell did you find this place? "  I said I just kept finding cans so I just 
kept going ... When we got there, I could see he was pretty excited and ready to dig 
some cans.  He started at one end, and I started at the other.  We were both finding 
cans at a pretty even rate.  He first found a little pocket of OI cans, Silver Ruppert’s, 
Trommer’s All Malts, Lion Ales, Krueger’s, and Ballentine’s.  I then started digging and 
right away pull out a sweet Rheingold Beer quart, but wait, there’s no spout, it’s a freakin 
32 oz flat.  I showed Dwight and he says find me one too.  Then a couple minutes latter I 
pull out a sweet Rheingold Scotch Ale 32 oz flat also.  By this time he is getting pretty 
excited and starts digging a little more intently.  Dwight starts pulling out some Old Dutch 
quarts, and I start hitting a pocket of decent Ruppert woodgran cans.  Why are these 
cans always so nice when they come out of the ground, but then the other cans don’t 
hold up as good. But wait, as am starring at the one it looks to me like a goat in the circle 
not an eagle.  I throw it to Dwight and go Look I’m pretty sure its a freakin Woodgrain 
Bock, and he stares and says "Nah its an eagle".  Still not convinced I set it aside and 
hold it till soaking time at home.   
 As the day goes we find a lot of cool cans.  Dwight even managed to find a 
decent 32 oz Scotch Ale quart also.  We both go home happy finding a 1930's dump, but 
also great condition to boot.  As we are driving I say to Dwight " I just wished I found a 
decent bock can also", He was like "Geez you find this awesome 30's dump and your 
still bitchin" .... I was very happy believe me, its just we used to find bock cans every 
time we went and I haven’t found one in a while.  I started cleaning cans that night and 
couldn’t believe how nice some of these cans were cleaning up.  Then I got to the 
Ruppert’s, I was 
hoping for an 
upgrade for the 
shelf, and started 
soaking them.  The 
first one I put in was 
the one I threw to 
Dwight, and yep 
sure enough it is a 
goat. Wow, Ruppert 
Woodgrain Bocks, 
besides these the 
only ones I’ve ever 
known to be 
dumped were by 
Stu and Nan Wick. 
So out of the 5 I 
kept, 3 were Bocks, 
not a bad ratio.  But 
wait, what about all 
the Ruppert’s we 
dug and just threw 
.... going " Man 
another freakin Ruppert ! “ … Duhhhh 
 So no rest for the weary of course, I got to go back again ... I left work early on 
Monday, the next day again, and set out to find the tossed Rupperts.  In the search I 
manage to find one each of both Rheingold Quart flats again, and a couple more Old 
Dutch Quarts.   



So I search the tree line again, and find a pile of low pro Beverwyck Beer cones.  
And farther down the line I spot another pile.  This pile has 4 quarts and crushed single 
punch flats.  I grab 2 whole quarts, and a couple samples of the flats.  That night I soak 
the Ruppert’s and end up with about 8 or 9 Bocks, not bad.  The 2 Quarts turn out to be 
Kuebler Cream Ale Silohuette’s, and of course the crushed flats were Trommer’s Bock 
OI's.  Yep of course not even a whole can, what a heartbreaker indeed.  Well in all a 
decent dump, with tons of quarts, and 2 killer Bock cans.  One more trip is in order, I 
have to take the detector this time, hopefully one more Trommer’s Bock is hiding under 
the ground, my fingers are crossed .... 
 
YET ANOTHER EDITORS NOTE – Paul and Dwight haven’t yet found those 
Trommer’s 
Bock cans (at 
least whole 
ones), but 
they’re still 
out there 
looking! Just 
so you don’t 
think that  this 
is the first 
Bock cans 
they’ve 
dumped, 
here’s a 
photo of 
Dwight’s 
dumper Bock 
cans in his 
collection.  

Here’s Paul’s 
collection of the 
Bock cans that 
he’s dumped. 
Yes, that’s a 
Neuwieler Bock 
in both photos! 



 
 

by Steve Armstrong 
 

Happy New Year everybody!  This issue continues with relatively newer bock beer coasters.  I‘m out of the 
older ones to feature at this time.  This group of coasters come to us courtesy of that “Little Brewery” in 
Shiner, Texas and can be found in the Beer Coaster Mania web site.  Check it out at the following address:   
http://members.aol.com/gbarone/index.html.  Once there, follow the “coaster guide” link and you’ll find 
these coasters under the “Texas coaster guide” link within the individual state coaster guide table.   
 
According to American Breweries, II, this brewery opened for business in 1909 under the name of Shiner 
Brewing Association and was located at Boggy Creek and the railroad.  Other names used during pre 
prohibition times included the Home Brewing Co. (1913-1915) and Betzold & Spoetzl (1915-1918).  After 
prohibition ended, the brewery used the Spoetzl name (Spoetzl Brewery & Ice Factory located at 606 East 
Brewery Street, 1933-1934; Spoetzl Brewery, 1934-1966; and Spoetzl Brewery, Inc., 1966-present. 
 
According to information on several of their bottle labels, the “Little Brewery” in Shiner was established by 
Czech and German immigrants.  To satisfy their need for old-world tasting beer, they hired Kosmos Spoetzl, 
a Bavarian brewmaster whose traditional family recipes and expertise remain the inspiration for their beers to 
the present day. 

 
The coasters listed below are identified with the 
following codes in the above mentioned web based 
coaster guide.  The 4” double sided coaster with the 
small goat in the center with the brown trim along the 
edge is TX-SPO-4.  The printing on the back side is in 
red and blue.  The image is of the familiar Shiner 
“mustache” in red, the outline of the state of Texas in 
red and blue and Shiner Premium in blue.   

The other 4” coaster is also double sided and is 
identified as TX-SPO-8.  The bock side is printed in 
brown while the other side is printed with a navy blue 
design.  It has a small text box at the bottom, an 
image of the brewery at the top and Shiner Premium 
Beer in the center.   
 
 
 

http://members.aol.com/gbarone/index.html


 
 
 
The smaller 3.5” single sided bock coaster 
advertising the “picnic” album is identified as 
TX-SPO-14.  A quick internet search revealed 
that Robert Earl Keen is a Texas band and 
according to their website 
(www.robertearlkeen.com), the “picnic” album 
was released in 1997.  Other Shiner Bock 
coasters can be found in previous issues of the 
Goatzette, specifically issues #13 and #14 from 
October 2005 and January 2006. 
 
Well, that will do it for this issue.  I know there 
are a lot more bock beer coasters out there so if 
you have something you would like to see 
featured in this column, please let me know.  I’d 
be happy to help you show off items from your 
collection. 
 
Until next time…think spring and with that 
comes the return of bock beer season too! 
 
 
 
 
  

 
EDITORS NOTE: During a VERY COHERT conversation during the Chapter meeting at CANvention, Joe 
Germino brought this up. We agreed it would be a blast, so we’re going to try a Bock Beer tasting at Blue 
Gray! Anyone who wants to join in need only show up at Room 218 (My room) Thursday to get the final 
details as to where and when. So, when you’re packing for the show, throw in those full Bock goodies! 
Here’s the email I got from Joe. LET’S HAVE SOME FUN! 
 
Hey Jim! Merry Christmas! As the new year approaches, and as I’m planning the shows I will be attending, I remember 
this little ol’ show in VA in February. When we had our Bockster Chapter Meeting @ CANvention, I brought up the 
suggestion to do a Bock Tasting at the B/G. Well, I’m stockpiling the Bock samples in hopes we’ll be swillin’ the 
luscious Bock Nectar! Do you have time to put it in the next Merry Bockster Newletter? I arrive Thursday afternoon and 
I wouldn’t mind doing the tasting that evening if everyone agrees. As special guests for the samplin’, I know I can 
coerce Pres England and Sec Cornils to take a few pictures at the tasting for the newsletter! 
 
Let me know if you want me to expand on this or send out additional e-mails to get this organized. 
 
Cheers! 
Joe #24997 
BCCA VP/Treasurer 
 

http://www.robertearlkeen.com/


 
 
Canvention 36  
Armed with my list, my entire Bock lid can collection and a game plan, the hunt was on.  
Room to room, table to table I managed to add a handful of cans to my collection.  To be 
fair, I did have some help from my roommates Marc Milner of Topeka, KS and Doug 
Ford of Texas.  I was quite pleased with my efforts and the fact that I stayed on track only 
collecting Bock lidded cans.  Okay so I did sort of pick 
up a neon, but more on that later.  I’m telling you all 
this because I added a Bock Lidded can to my collection 
after convention as a result of the convention. It is an 
Ace Hi from Ace Brewing Co. What a neat can. 
 
As it turns out my roommate and good friend Marc 
Milner also picked up a handful of cans to add to his 
collection as well.  Upon returning to Topeka, Marc 
started to add his new finds to his collection just like 
most of us do when we get new cans.  In the process 
there are some cans that get rearranged and some cans 
that get removed.  The odd part about this is that the 
very first can Marc takes out of his collection just so 
happened to be an Ace Hi Bock lid can. 
 
I think Marc was as surprised as I was to find this can in 
his collection.  Just think I had Marc and Doug looking 
for days at Canvention for these cans.  Apparently we 
just weren’t looking in the right places.  You know what 
this means.  It means I am going to have to take a lot 
closer look at Marc’s collection.  I have to thank Marc 
for turning me on to the can.  Friends like that are 
priceless, or was it the can that was priceless when he 
gave it to me?  The check is in the mail Marc. 
 
Later, 
Jacob Parker 
 
EDITORS NOTE: What Jacob neglected to mention is that he has added several cans to 
the Bock – lidded cans composite, including a neat Bavarian Club variation. He has also 
been scrounging out another subset of Bock beer cans; those Bock cans with Bock or 
Bock Beer lids! So here you are, folks, here’s photos of some of the more obscure cans 
that Jacob has ferreted out in his quest of Bock lids! 
  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notice how Jacob took these photos with a mirror up against the can to show the 
Bock or Bock Beer lid. A nice touch. The Armanatti’s and the Weber were unknown 
varieties of lidded cans until Jacob documented them. 
 The Bavarian Club tab was known to have a Bock lid (in this case a bottom!), but 
it wasn’t known that a red shoed and a black shoed variation existed. Same can be said 
for the Hillmans woodgrain flattops. While it was known to be a Bock lidded can, it 
wasn’t known until now that it came in two variations; one with all writing in Black, and 
one with Brown writing all over! 
 Then there’s the Canadian Ace Bock flattop can, which comes in a Bock Beer lid. 
This lid is a bit different, in that it also says “Canadian Ace Brewing Co” on the edge of 
the lid, as well as “Florida”. Must have been a tax law/beer law thing down there. 

    



 
  

After writing the Atlantic Bock article that appeared a few issues 

ago (Issue #16, July 2006) in the Goatzette, several additional Atlantic 

Company bock items have surfaced.  

First, an 
Atlantic Bock 

crown earlier 

attributed to 

Atlantic Brewing 

Co. of Chicago is 
now believed to 

be from the 

southeastern 

Atlantic Co. (GA, 
FL, NC, TN, & 

VA).  This was 

deduction was made possible by the appearence of a previously 

unknown matching Steinerbru Bock crown that showed up on eBay.  
They are both pictured. 

  Plus, a 

longtime 

Atlantic 

collector 
sent me a 

photograph 

of an Atlantic 

display 
which 

includes two 

Atlantic Bock 

signs and 
two Atlantic 

Ale & Beer 

signs.  

Surprisingly, 
there are no 

known 

examples of 

any these 

signs in 
current 

collections.  Do you have any of them?  If so, please send in a picture.  

 Full of Good "Bock" Cheer! 

 Ken Jones 
 



BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE     

OF THE MONTHOF THE MONTHOF THE MONTHOF THE MONTH    
 

 
 
 

This Month’s 
Goatmate is the first 
foreign Bock piece 
we’ve ever pictured 
here in these pages, 
but I think it makes the 
grade. 

 No, we’re not 
going pedophile here, 
but can you just 
imagine for a moment 
the uproar you would 
generate if you had the 
audacity to print this 
and then plaster it up 
on the local walls and 
billboards all over 
YOUR downtown? 

Children riding 
goats NAKED, with a 
beer in their hands? 

You’re breaking an 
untold number of laws 
and PC codes with this 
one, which is why I 
love it so.  

So, how did the kid 
on the right get to be 
the leader and ride the 
white goat? Did he out 
drink or out ride the 
rest of the posse? 

Another treasure 
from the vaults of 
Bockster Bill Norton. 
Do you display this 
one, Bill? 

 
You can have your Goatmate grace this page.  Please send your person al vision of BOCK Beer 
loveliness in to the GOATZETTE Editor. 



 
 

It’s Here!!!!! 
  It’s Here!!!!! 
   Yeah!!!!! 
 

 
 
 
 
Jim Romine 
1316 Gormly Cir 
Sanford, NC 27330 
 
 
 

       
 

 


